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NOT FOR RELEASE, PUBLICATION OR DISTRIBUTION, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, IN 

AUSTRALIA, CANADA, JAPAN, SOUTH AFRICA OR THE UNITED STATES 

 

This announcement is not for publication or distribution, directly or indirectly, in or into the United States of 

America. This announcement is not an offer of securities for sale into the United States. The securities referred 

to herein have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and may 

not be offered or sold in the United States, except pursuant to an applicable exemption from registration. No 

public offering of securities is being made in the United States. 

The investment or investment activity related to the Company is available only to persons falling within the 

category of professional investors under the MIFID (the "Exempted Persons") and will be engaged in only 

with the Exempted Persons.  

Investors should not subscribe for any securities referred to in this document except on the basis of information 

contained in the prospectus. 

In any EEA Member State, this communication is only addressed to and is only directed at qualified investors 

in that Member State within the meaning of the Prospectus Regulation. The expression “Prospectus 

Regulation” means Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 and includes any relevant implementing measure in the 

relevant Member State. This announcement is related to the disclosure of information that qualified or may 

have qualified as inside information within the meaning of Article 7 para. 1 of the Regulation (EU) No. 

596/2014 on market abuse. 

 
 

PRESS RELEASE 
 

NB AURORA’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS APPROVES THE HALF-YEAR 
FINANCIAL REPORT AS AT 30 JUNE 2023 

 
 

• NAV as of 30 June 2023 of approximately EUR 320.1 million (+3.2 % compared 
to the figure as at 31 December 2022) 

• Net result as of 30 June 2023 of approximately EUR 9.9 million. 
• Successful closing of the voluntary public tender offer on the whole share capital 

of Finlogic S.p.A. (70 million Euro turnover in 2022), a leading group in the 
Information Technology sector, which provides complete and innovative solutions 
for the coding and automatic identification of products through the use of 
barcodes and RFID technology. 

• With reference to the investment held through Fondo Italiano di Investimento, 

NB Aurora sold its stake in Ligabue S.p.A., an international leader in the food 

service sector, and almost the entire shares of DBA Group, active in the 

engineering and ICT sectors and listed on the Milan stock exchange (Euronext 

Growth Milan). 

• As part of the plan to raise new financial resources to continue investing in leading 

SMEs in their markets, NB Aurora has announced the sale of 49.9% of its equity 

investment portfolio to the investment fund NB Aurora Co-Investment Fund II, 

also managed by NB AIFM S.à.r.l., which is fully subscribed by third-party 

professional investors and which will enable it to realise part of the value generated 
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by the portfolio to date and to be able to distribute a dividend in accordance with 

NB Aurora’s rules. The sale is expected to close by October 2023. 

 

Luxembourg, 8 September 2023 

 

The Board of Directors of NB Aurora S.A. SICAF-RAIF (“NB Aurora”) met today to examine and 

approve the Condensed Half-Yearly Financial Report as of 30 June 2023.  

NB Aurora, the first permanent capital vehicle listed in Italy on the Euronext MIV Milan - Segmento 

Professionale (“MIV”) market organized and managed by Borsa Italiana S.p.A., aims to invest in unlisted 

Italian SMEs of excellence, to support their growth and internationalization process, investing with a 

medium to long term time horizon and supporting entrepreneurs, with patient capital, as their partner, 

in their strategic and management choices.  

 

As of 30 June 2023 

As of 30 June 2023, NB Aurora’s NAV was Euro 320,127,617 (+3.2% compared to the figure as at 31 

December 2022 and +2.3% compared to the figure as at 31 March 2023), which corresponds to Euro 

13.0382 per share calculated as the ratio between the NAV and the total number of shares (24,553,115). 

The permanent capital vehicle closed the first half of the year with a net profit of Euro 9,857,041. 

 

Significant events 

With reference to the 44.55% stake held in Fondo Italiano di Investimento (“FII”): 

• In November 2022, the market sale of the shares of the DBA Group, which is listed on the Milan 

Stock Exchange Euronext Growth Milan segment, has started. As of 30 June 2023, 1,132,200 

shares had been sold (as of today 108 shares remain) for a total consideration of approximately 

EUR 1.7 million, of which EUR 0.7 million related to the stake held by NB Aurora. 

• On 27 April 2023, the indirect equity investment (relative to 13.6%) in Ligabue - a historic group 

and international leader in the food service business - was sold to the entrepreneur Inti Ligabue. 

The value of the transaction was Euro 9.7 million, of which Euro 4.3 million for NB Aurora. 

On 25 May 2023, as part of the growth path of the group, NB Aurora and the majority shareholder, 

through PHS Group S.p.A., completed the acquisition of an additional 20% stake of PHSE S.r.l.. 

On 12 June 2023, the voluntary public tender offer on the whole share capital of Finlogic S.p.A., - was 

successfully concluded, thus delisting the company from Euronext Growth Milan. The voluntary public 
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tender offer was promoted in March in partnership with Credem PE and PM&Partners, which own 

together a 76% stake of the group. Finlogic is active in the Information Technology sector, which 

provides complete and innovative solutions for the coding and automatic identification of products with 

the use of barcodes and RFID technology. 

In press releases dated 16 June 2023 and 25 July 2023, as part of the project to raise new financial 

resources to continue the investment activity in leading SMEs in their reference markets, NB Aurora 

announced that 49.9% of the equity investment portfolio - held through NB Aurora Holdings S.à.r.l. and 

MIC Co-Investment - had been sold to the newly formed closed-end fund called NB Aurora Co-

Investment Fund II SICAV RAIF, also managed by NB AIFM S.à.r.l, the management company of NB 

Aurora, and fully subscribed by third-party professional investors. This sale transaction is of strategic 

importance to the Company, since it will enable NB Aurora to realize part of the value generated by the 

portfolio to date and to distribute a dividend in accordance with NB Aurora’s rules. NB Aurora will be 

able to raise financial resources to continue supporting the expansion projects of SMEs that are leaders 

in their market niches and have high growth potential.  

 

Events after 30 June 2023 

In July-September 2023, an additional EUR 2.6 million was invested in the portfolio company BluVet, a 

group active in the management of veterinary facilities, to support the growth project through 

acquisitions. 

On 11 July 2023, as part of the investment transaction in Finlogic, in accordance with NB Aurora’s 

investment policies, it syndicated to NB Aurora Co-Investment Fund SCSp an interest (at cost) of 46% 

of the share capital of BCode S.r.l., the corporate vehicle through which NB Aurora Holdings had 

indirectly invested in Finlogic.  

On 6 September 2023, NB Aurora announced the fulfilment of the conditions precedent for the 

completion of the transaction for the sale of 49.9% of its investment portfolio to NB Aurora Co-

Investment Fund II SICAV RAIF. The closing of the transaction, which will be the subject of a separate 

press release, is expected by October 2023. 
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Portfolio analysis as of 30 June 2023 

The aggregate turnover1 of the companies currently in the portfolio (and therefore prior to the closing 

of the above disposal transaction), on the basis of the balance sheet as at 31 December 2022 (latest 

available public data), amounts to approximately EUR 2.9 billion (+23% compared to 31 December 

2021). In general, in 2022 and the first half of 2023, the activities of NB Aurora’s investment team focused 

mainly on the management and value growth of its companies that demonstrated strong resilience, 

despite the complex economic environment characterized by the commodities crisis, energy crisis, the 

Ukraine-Russia conflict and an inflationary scenario.     

At present, the portfolio includes: 

• Club del Sole: based in Forlì, the group is leader in Italy in the industry of camping-village and 

directly manages 20 camping-villages in 7 regions of Central and Northern Italy. In 2022 the 

group recorded a turnover of around EUR 77 million, up to 26% compared to 2021. During 

2022, the Group continued its major investment plan within its camping-villages in order to 

further enhance the tourism offer. 

• Dierre Group: founded in 1997 in Fiorano Modenese by Giuseppe Rubbiani, today Dierre is the 

Italian leader in the design, production and sale of technologically advanced and design pleasing 

protections and components for industrial automation. In 2022, Dierre realized a turnover of 

approximately EUR 62 million, up to 16% compared to 2021. 

• Rino Mastrotto Group (“RMG”): as world leader in the production and sale of leather for the 

fashion, automotive and furnishing sectors, today RMG operates a global production footprint 

with 12 facilities (Italy, Sweden, Brazil, USA and Mexico). In 2022 the Group recorded a pro-

forma turnover of around Euro 358 million, up to about 10% if compared to 2021. In 2022 RMG 

completed the acquisition of Morellino e Tessitura Oreste Mariani, so keep on consolidating its 

leadership in the fashion industry and confirm its positioning as a strategic supplier to major 

fashion companies.   

• PHSE: as leader in Italy in the temperature-controlled transport of pharmaceutical products, 

biotech, clinical trials, and biological samples serving the hospital channel, PHSE has 29 Hubs 

and healthcare sites, with more than 550 employees. In 2022, the Group registered a consolidated 

turnover of about EUR 73 million, up to about 67% compared to 2021. In 2022, the Company 

completed the acquisition 70% of Transporte de Carga Biologica Express Ltda “Bio 

Transportes”, a Brazilian company active in the temperature-controlled transportation of 

materials for clinical trials, investigational drugs, and vaccines, with a strong specialization in the 

distribution of biological samples and bone marrow. In the first six months of 2023, the Group 

 
1 Aggregated financial figures do not include Zeis in “Concordato di Continuità” ' and DBA Group (almost all shares 

held have been sold)  
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completed the acquisition of AirPlus and Bio Pharma Logistics, Italian companies specialized in 

the temperature-controlled transport at an international level.  

• Engineering Ingegneria Informatica: today the Group is one of the main companies involved 

in the digital transformation of public and private companies and organizations, offering 

innovative platforms for the main market segments. In 2022, the Group reported revenues of 

around Euro 1.6 billion up to more than 26% compared to 2021. In 2022, Engineering completed 

the delisting of Be Shaping The Future (Be), a company listed on the Euronext Star Milan segment 

of the Italian Stock Exchange and active in business and IT consulting for the financial services 

sector and acquired Plusure, a company specialising in digital solutions for product lifecycle 

management, and Atlantic Technologies, an Italian company active in Salesforce consulting and 

integration. 

• BluVet: Italian company active in the acquisition and management of 26 veterinary clinics, of 

which 22 have been acquired following the investment of NB Aurora. Thanks to a highly 

experienced management team, the aim is to build up a national network of excellent veterinary 

clinics, distinguished by the provision of top-level medical care and services, a medical staff 

boasting cutting-edge skills (also thanks to the continuous updating program of BluVet Academy) 

and a particular attention to corporate & social responsibility issues. In 2022 the Group registered 

a consolidated pro-forma turnover of about EUR 29 million.  

• Veneta Cucine: with 300 single-brand shops and more than 700 dealers worldwide, Veneta 

Cucine today is one of the leading manufacturers in Europe and the leading player in Italy.  In 

2022 the company achieved a value of production of approximately EUR 347 million, up to about 

20% on 2021. In 2022, the company closed the purchase of the French distributor Veneta Cucine 

France. 

• Comet: Italian leader in the development and production of high quality natural and synthetic 

rubber specialty compounds made to meet specific requirements of each customer, thanks to its 

know-how and extensive portfolio of proprietary recipes. The compounds developed by Comet 

are used to make mission-critical components for applications in a variety of end-markets 

including medical, pharmaceutical, transportation, automotive, water and electrical. In 2022 the 

company ended the year with revenues of approximately EUR 100 million, up to about 17% 

compared to 2021. Comet is pursuing its plan of further growth both organically and through the 

scouting of selected target companies with the aim of promoting a consolidation process in its 

market. 

• Farmo: leader in the development and production of gluten-free, better-for-you products. The 

company closed 2022 with a turnover of about EUR 21 million up to about 8% if compared to 

2021. 
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• Exacer: active in the specialty chemicals business through the development and production of 

catalyst supports, Exacer is increasingly establishing itself as a strategic independent supplier to 

major multinational chemical companies. Exacer ended 2022 with a turnover of EUR 15 million, 

an increase of about 10% over 2021. The company, which has already started a process of 

strengthening its managerial structure to support the CEO, is pursuing its plans to increase its 

production capacity and expanding its customer base. 

• PromoPharma: a company specialized in the production and marketing of high-quality food 

supplements, dietetic foods and innovative medical devices. NB Aurora invested in the Group in 

November 2022 and reported a turnover of approximately EUR 25 million, an increase of around 

13% compared to 2021. Furthermore, PromoPharma is pursuing its growth plan both organically 

and through selected acquisitions in its reference market. 

• Finlogic: group active in the Information Technology sector with the creation of complete and 

innovative solutions for the coding and automatic identification of products through the use of 

barcodes and RFID technology. In 2022, the company reported a turnover of about EUR 70 

million, up by about 36% compared to 2021. 

• Amut: the company has been manufacturing plastics processing plants since 1958. Having 

entered the market as an extruder manufacturer, AMUT has progressively continued its 

technological development until it covers the entire life cycle of plastics (raw material processing, 

extrusion and thermoforming of the finished product, finishing processes, product reintegration 

through recycling technologies). In 2022, the company recorded revenues of approximately EUR 

104 million, an increase of approximately 17% compared to 2021. NB Aurora indirectly holds a 

17.7% stake. 

• Zeis: produces shoes under several proprietary brands, including Cult and Dockstep. The 

company applied for and obtained admission to the arrangement procedure in blank. NB Aurora 

indirectly holds an 8.9% stake. 

NB Aurora strengthened its commitment to ESG and sustainability principles, strongly integrated into 

all its investment operations, also helping the portfolio companies to present their first sustainability 

report.  

The Condensed Report as of 30 June 2023, together with the report of the appointed auditing firm, will 

be made available to the public in a special press release. 

 

Definitions:  

EBITDA: earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization. 

NAV: Net Asset Value of the assets less the liabilities 
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With reference to the data reported below, it should be noted that the limited audit of the Condensed 

Half-Yearly Financial Report at 30 June 2023 has not been completed.   
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1. Statement of Comprehensive Income 
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2. Statement of Financial Position 
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3. Statement of Cash Flow 
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4. Statement of Changes in Equity 

 

 

 

For further information on NB Aurora: 
Image Building  
Cristina Fossati, Luisella Murtas, Laura Filosi 
Tel. +39 02 89011 300 
Email nb@imagebuilding.it  
 
 
IR_NBAurora@nb.com 
 
www.nbaurora.com  
 

 

NB Aurora  
NB Aurora, the first permanent capital vehicle listed in Italy on the MIV professional segment of the Italian Stock Exchange, 
has been created with the purpose to invest in unlisted SMEs, conveying financial resources to support their growth and 
international expansion, thus helping to support the real economy. NB Aurora is promoted by Neuberger Berman, a private, 
independent, employee-owned investment manager, with $436 billion AUM (as of 31 March 2023). The investment target 
includes top-class SMEs with a leading position in specialized niches and a strong export attitude with a turnover between 
€30 and €300 million. NB Aurora team operates with an active minority approach, partnering with entrepreneurs with a 
medium-long term horizon. After the first deal that led NB Aurora to acquire 44.55% of the shares of Fondo Italiano di 
Investimento (17 initial shareholdings of which it currently still holds the investments in Amut Group and Zeis Excelsa), the 
fund invested in 12 companies: Club del Sole (leader in the camping-village sector in Italy), Dierre Group (production of tech 
components for industrial automation), PHSE (temperature-controlled transport of drugs and biological samples), BluVet 
(network of veterinary clinics), Rino Mastrotto Group (production and marketing of leathers for fashion, automotive and 
furniture industries), Engineering (leader in Italy in the digital transformation of companies, public and private organizations), 
Veneta Cucine (manufacturer of fitted kitchens) Comet (development and production of tailor-made organic rubber and 
silicone compounds), Farmo (leader in the production of ‘better for you’ gluten-free products), Exacer (active in the specialty 
chemicals business through the development and production of catalyst supports), PromoPharma (specialized in the 
production and commercialization of food supplements, dietary food and innovative medical devices) and Finlogic (Group 
specialized in labelling, coding, automatic tracking and identification solutions). 
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Neuberger Berman AIFM SARL is authorised and regulated as an alternative investment fund manager by the Commission 
de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF) and is registered in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, at 9, rue du Laboratoire, 
L-1911 Luxembourg. 
NB Aurora S.A. SICAF-RAIF is reserved alternative investment fund (RAIF) in the form of an investment company with 
fixed capital (société d’investissement à capital fixe capital SICAF) as per the Luxembourg law of 26 July 2016 on reserved 
alternative investment funds.  
The information in this document does not constitute investment advice or an investment recommendation and is only a 
brief summary of certain key aspects of the fund. 
An investment in the fund involves risks, with the potential for above average risk, and is only suitable for people who are 
in a position to take such risks. For more information please read the prospectus and principal fund documents. 
In relation to each member state of the EEA (each a “Member State”), this document may only be distributed and shares 
may only be offered or placed in a Member State to the extent that: (1) the fund is permitted to be marketed to professional 
investors in the relevant Member State in accordance with AIFMD (as implemented into the local law/regulation of the 
relevant Member State); or (2) this document may otherwise be lawfully distributed and the shares may otherwise be 
lawfully offered or placed in that Member State (including at the initiative of the investor). In relation to each Member State 
of the EEA which, at the date of this document, has not implemented AIFMD,  
this document may only be distributed and shares may only be offered or placed to the extent that this document may be 
lawfully distributed and the shares may lawfully be offered or placed in that Member State (including at the initiative of the 
investor). 
Germany: Shares of the fund may in particular not be distributed or marketed in any way to German retail or semi-
professional investors if the fund is not admitted for distribution to these investor categories by the Federal Financial 
Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht). 
United Kingdom: This document is directed only at persons who are professional clients or eligible counterparties for the 
purposes of the FCA’s Conduct of Business Sourcebook. The opportunity to invest in the Fund is only available to such 
persons in the United Kingdom and this document must not be relied or acted upon by any other persons in the United 
Kingdom. 
Switzerland: The distribution of this fund in Switzerland will be exclusively made to, and directed at, qualified investors 
("Qualified Investors"), as defined in the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Act of 23 June 2006, as amended ("CISA") 
and its implementing ordinance, the Collective Investment Schemes Ordinance of 22 November 2006, as amended 
(“CISO”). Accordingly, the fund has not been and will not be registered with the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory 
Authority (“FINMA”). This document and/or any other offering materials relating to the fund may be made available in 
Switzerland solely to Qualified Investors. The fund is domiciled in Luxembourg. The Swiss representative is FIRST 
INDEPENDENT FUND SERVICES LTD, Klausstrasse 33, CH - 8008 Zurich and the Swiss paying agent is Neue 
Helvetische Bank AG, Seefeldstrasse 215, CH-8008 Zurich. The principal fund documents may be obtained free of charge 
at the registered office of the Swiss representative. In respect to the shares in the fund distributed to Qualified Investors in 
Switzerland, the place of performance and the place of jurisdiction is at the Swiss representative’s registered office. 
This document is presented solely for information purposes and nothing herein constitutes investment, legal, accounting 
or tax advice, or a recommendation to buy, sell or hold a security. 
We do not represent that this information, including any third party information, is accurate or complete and it should not 
be relied upon as such. 
No recommendation or advice is being given as to whether any investment or strategy is suitable for a particular investor. 
Each recipient of this document should make such investigations as it deems necessary to arrive at an independent 
evaluation of any investment, and should consult its own legal counsel and financial, actuarial, accounting, regulatory and 
tax advisers to evaluate any such investment. 
It should not be assumed that any investments in securities, companies, sectors or markets identified and described were 
or will be profitable. 
Any views or opinions expressed may not reflect those of the firm as a whole. 
All information is current as of the date of this material and is subject to change without notice. 
The fund described in this document may only be offered for sale or sold in jurisdictions in which or to persons to which 
such an offer or sale is permitted. The fund can only be promoted if such promotion is made in compliance with the 
applicable jurisdictional rules and regulations. This document and the information contained therein may not be distributed 
in the US. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results. The value of investments may go down 
as well as up and investors may not get back any of the amount invested. The performance data does not take account of 
the commissions and costs incurred on the issue and redemption of units. 
The value of investments designated in another currency may rise and fall due to exchange rate fluctuations in respect of 
the relevant currencies. Adverse movements in currency exchange rates can result in a decrease in return and a loss of 
capital. 
No part of this document may be reproduced in any manner without prior written permission of Neuberger Berman Europe 
Limited.   
The “Neuberger Berman” name and logo are registered service marks of Neuberger Berman Group LLC. 
© 2018 Neuberger Berman Group LLC. All rights reserved. 


